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Kant that one could not compare the idea of God with
the phantasy of a hundred dollars, But, as Kant rightly
pointed out, logic must be abstracted from all content;
there would certainly he no more logic if content were to
prevail Seen from the standpoint of logic, there exists,
as ever, no third—between the logical "either * , , or."
But between " intcllectus" and <( res" there is still " anima,"
and this (tesse in anima" makes the entire ontological
argument superfluous. Kant himself in his Critique of
Practical Reason (ICng, transl, p. 298) attempted on a large
scale to make a philosophical estimate of the "esse in
anima". There he introduces God as a postulate of
practical reasoning proceeding from the a priori recog*
nition of "respect for moral law necessarily directed
towards the highest good, and the supposition or inference
therefrom of the objective reality of the same,"
The "esse in anima" then is a matter of psychological
fact, concerning which it is only necessary to decide whether
it appears once, often, or universally in human psychology.
The fact which is called God and is formulated as " the
highest good" signifies, as the term already reveals, the
supreme psychic value, or in other words the idea which
either confers or actually receives the highest and most
general significance in respect of the determination of
our action and thought In the language of analytical
psychology the concept of God coincides with that com-
plex which, in accordance with the foregoing definition,
combines within itself the highest sum of libido (psychic
energy), Accordingly the actual God-concept of the anima
differs completely in different men—a fact which also
corresponds with experience, Even in the idea, God is
not one constant Being, still less is He so in reality.
For, as we well know, the highest operative value of a
human soul is variously located* There are men,e8y o deag
% KotX/a (whose God is their belly.—PhiL> 3, 19); similarly

